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Abstract. Although Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) is
achieving significant progress, it is still far from becoming a real En-
gineering discipline. In fact, many of the difficult problems of the engi-
neering of complex software systems are still unresolved, or simplistically
addressed by many of the existing MDSD approaches. In this paper we
outline three of the currently outstanding problems of MDSD on which
we are now working, and propose some hints on how they can be ad-
dressed. The challenges are: the specification of the behavioral semantics
of metamodels; the addition of time to these specifications so that mod-
els can be properly animated, simulated and analyzed; and the use of
viewpoints and correspondences for specifying large-scale software sys-
tems.

1 Introduction

The ideas behind Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) have been present
for years, although they did not become really popular until the beginning of this
century. Probably, one of the triggers of this renewed and wider popularity was
the launching, in late 2000, of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative
by the OMG. The MDA proposed a new way to consider the design, development
and maintenance of information systems, using models as the essential artifacts
of the software development process. MDA attracted a real interest from indus-
try because of its many potential benefits: increased productivity and quality of
the resulting products, reduced development costs and efforts, reduced time-to-
market, increased protection of investments, ability to modernize existing and
legacy applications, etc.

Although both MDSD and MDA have experienced significant advances dur-
ing the past 8 years [1], some of the key difficult issues still remain unresolved.
In fact, the number of engineering practices and tools that have been devel-
oped for the industrial design, implementation and maintenance of large-scale,
enterprise-wide software systems is still low—i.e. there are very few real Model-
Driven Engineering (MDE) practices and tools. There are several reasons for
that. Firstly, many of the current MDSD processes, notations and tools usu-
ally fall apart when dealing with large-scale systems composed of hundred of
thousands of highly interconnected elements; and secondly, MDE should go be-
yond generative programming: other engineering activities (such as simulation,
analysis, validation, quality evaluation, etc.) should be fully supported too.
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In addition, we are currently in a situation where the industry is interested
in MDE, but we can easily fail again if we do not deliver (promptly) anything
really useful to them. There are still many challenges ahead, which we should
soon address in order not to lose the current momentum of MDE.

In this paper we focus on three of these challenges, which we consider relevant
to the real industrial adoption of MDE practices and tools, and on which we are
currently working (with different levels of achievement). Basically, they are all
issues that have been successfully solved by other mature engineering disciplines
(civil engineering, avionics, even hardware!) and that should also be solved for
MDE if a real engineering of large software systems is to be achieved.

The first issue is the specification of the behavioral semantics of metamodels
(beyond their basic structure) so that models can be animated, and different
kinds of analysis can be conducted on them including, e.g., simulation, valida-
tion and model checking. A second challenge is the support of the notion of
time in these behavioral descriptions, another key issue to allow industrial sys-
tems to be realistically simulated and properly analyzed—to be able to conduct,
e.g., performance, schedulability or reliability analysis. Finally, we need not only
to tackle the accidental complexity involved building software systems, but we
should also try to deal with their essential complexity [2]. In this sense, the
effective use of independent but complementary viewpoints to model large-scale
systems, and the specification of correspondences between them to reason about
the consistency of the global specifications, is the third of our identified chal-
lenges.

2 Adding Behavioral Semantics to DSLs

Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) are usually defined only by their abstract
and concrete syntaxes. The abstract syntax of a DSL is normally specified by
a metamodel, which describes the concepts of the language, the relationships
among them, and the structuring rules that constrain the model elements and
their combinations in order to respect the domain rules.

The concrete syntax of a DSL provides a realization of the abstract syntax of
a metamodel as a mapping between the metamodel concepts and their textual or
graphical representation (see the right hand side of Fig. 1). A language can have
several concrete syntaxes. For visual languages, it is necessary to establish links
between these concepts and the visual symbols that represent them—as done,
e.g., with GMF [3]. Similarly, with textual languages it is necessary to establish
links between metamodel elements and the syntactic structures of the textual
DSL [4].

Current DSM approaches have mainly focused on the structural aspects of
DSLs. Explicit and formal specification of a model semantics has not received
much attention by the DSM community until recently, despite the fact that this
creates a possibility for semantic mismatch between design models and model-
ing languages of analysis tools [5]. While this problem exists in virtually every
domain where DSLs are used, it is more common in domains in which behavior
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Fig. 1. Specification of a Domain Specific Language

needs to be explicitly represented, as it happens in most industrial applications
of a certain complexity. This issue is particularly important in safety-critical
real-time and embedded system domains, where precision is required and where
semantic ambiguities may produce conflicting results across different tools. Fur-
thermore, the lack of explicit behavioral semantics strongly hampers the develop-
ment of formal analysis and simulation tools, relegating models to their current
common role of simple illustrations.

2.1 A Running Example

To illustrate the ideas presented in this paper, we will use a running example:
an industrial production line for assembling parts (in this case, hammers).

Fig. 2. Meta-model of a DSVL for production systems.

This kind of production systems consist of machines, containers and parts.
Machines can be either generators of hammers’ heads or handles, or assemblers.
Generators produce parts and assemblers consume them to create new ones.
Machines take their inputs from trays and put their results in conveyors, which
transfer the parts between the trays. Operators collect assembled hammers (in
this sense, they act as containers, too). The metamodel for this kind of produc-
tion systems is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. initModel example production system.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a valid production system, using the abstract
syntax and a concrete visual representation for it. Machines are represented as
cogwheels with an icon showing the kind of part they generate. Conveyors, trays
and users are represented using easily-recognizable icons. This model consists of
two generators connected to two conveyors, which are in turn connected to one
tray from which parts are assembled, deposited in a third conveyor, and then
stored in another tray. An operator collects hammers from the final tray.

Of course, this DSL for production systems have an implicit semantics, be-
cause everybody has an (informal) idea about how this kind of systems work.
However, this lack of explicit and precise specifications opens the door to poten-
tial semantic mismatches, and hinders any kind of formal analysis of the system.
For instance, it is not clear from the production system metamodel when are
handles and heads generated, or what happens when one of the trays is full: does
the preceding machines stop until the tray has some free space, or do the newly
generated pieces fall into the plant’s floor? Can we simulate the system with
different trays’ capacities, in order to find the most efficient production line?
How will the system perform if more generators are added, or if we change the
current configuration of trays and conveyors? These are the sort of issues that
need to be precisely clarified by a behavioral specification.

2.2 Defining DSLs Behavioral Semantics

In general, semantic has not been added to DSLs or has been done using natural
languages. Although users can normally guess the meaning of most terms of the
DSL (a good language designer probably chooses keywords and special symbols
with a meaning similar to some accepted norm), a computer cannot act on such
assumptions [6]. To be useful in the computing arena, any language (whether it is
textual or visual or used for programming, requirements, specification, or design)
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must come with rigid rules that clearly state allowable syntactic expressions and
give a precise description of their meaning.

A formal description of a language semantics is usually done using an op-
erational, denotational, or axiomatic style (see [7] for a comprehensive survey
of semantic description frameworks). In operational frameworks, the semantics
of the language is specified as a sequence, or execution history, of state transi-
tions, usually as operations on some hypothetical abstract machine. A denota-
tional semantics is given by a mathematical function which maps the syntax of
the language to a semantic value (a denotation). Axiomatic semantics involves
rules for deducing assertions about the correctness or equivalence of language
expressions and corresponding parts. Each of these frameworks has particular
properties, but the distinction between them is seldom sharp: they frequently
borrow features from each other.

In any case, the definition of the semantics of a language can be accomplished
through the definition of a mapping between the language itself and another
language with well-defined semantics (see the left hand side of Fig. 1) such
as Abstract State Machines [8], Petri Nets [9], or rewriting logic [10]. These
semantic mappings [6] between semantic domains are very useful not only to
provide precise semantics to DSLs, but also to be able to simulate, analyze or
reason about them using the logical and semantical framework available in the
target domain [11]. The advantage of using a model-driven approach is that these
mappings can be defined in terms of model transformations.

2.3 Describing Dynamic Behavior using Model Transformations

One particular way to specify the dynamic behavior of a DSL is by describing the
evolution of the state of the modeled artifacts along some time model. In MDE,
where models, metamodels and model transformations are the key artifacts,
model transformations seem to be the natural way. In particular, model trans-
formation languages that support in-place update [12] are perfect candidates
for the job. This kind of transformations allow users to describe the permitted
actions and how the model elements evolve as a result of these actions.

There are several approaches that propose in-place model transformation to
describe the behavior of a DSL, from textual to graphical. Graphical notations
are proving to be extremely helpful in software and systems development, since
they are are intuitive to specify and to understand. Furthermore, in a theoreti-
cal sense, textual and graphical notations have no principal differences, since a
formal definition can be established in both. Textual notations are instead more
expressive, and usually graphical notations make use of (some kind of) them to
deal with complex behavior.

One of the most important graphical approaches is Graph Grammars [9,
13], in which the dynamic behavior is specified by using visual rules. These
rules prescribe the preconditions of the actions to be triggered and the effects
of such actions, given both visually as models that use the concrete syntax
of the DSL. This kind of representation is quite intuitive, because it allows
designers to work with domain specific concepts and their concrete syntax for
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describing the rules [9]. There are also other graphical approaches, most of which
are in turn based on graph grammars. Among them, we can find the visual
representation of QVT [14] (where QVT is given in-place semantics) or the
use of different (usually extended) UML diagrams [15, 16]. These approaches do
not use (so far) the concrete syntax of the DSL, but an object diagram-like
structure. Furthermore, most of them (including graph grammars approaches)
use their own textual language to deal with complex behavior, such as Java [15]
or Python [17]. Regarding textual approaches, we can find, e.g., the use of QVT
(in a textual fashion) or rewrite logic rules [10].

Of course, there are other textual notations to describe behavioral seman-
tics of models, but they do not make use of in-place model transformations.
For example, Abstract State Machines are used in [8] to specify the operational
semantics of metamodels, and MOF is extended with an action language (Ker-
meta) in [18]. Each approach has its own benefits and limitations, and is better
suited for some purposes. As we shall see in Section 2.5, the possibility of defin-
ing semantic bridges between the different approaches can be of great help for
obtaining the best of all worlds.

In in-place model transformation languages, source and target models are
always instances of the same metamodel (i.e., they are endogenous transfor-
mations), and transformation rules are of the form l : [NAC] × LHS −→ RHS,
where l is the rule label (name); LHS and RHS are model patterns that represent
certain states of the system, and NAC is a set of optional negative application
conditions that forbids applying the rule if one of these patterns are found in
the model. Rules are applied if an occurrence (or match) of the LHS is found in
the source model, and the NAC is not found. Then, the target model is obtained
by substituting the match by the RHS. More precisely, after the application of
the rule the elements in the LHS that do not appear in the RHS are deleted,
whereas the elements in the RHS that do not appear in the LHS are created.
Elements that appear in both patterns will be modified as indicated. Rules may
include attribute conditions (which must be satisfied by the match) and attribute
computations. Generally, if several matches are found, one is selected randomly;
the model transformation proceeds by applying the rules in non-deterministic
order, until none is applicable (although this behavior can be modified by some
execution control mechanisms).

2.4 The Example Revisited

To illustrate how to specify the dynamic behavior of the production system, this
section shows some examples of the rules that need to be added to its metamodel
specification. The interested reader can consult [19] or [20] for more complete
descriptions of this approach.

For instance, Fig. 4 shows the behavior of the head generator, which creates
a hammer head and deposits it into its outgoing conveyor. Notice that this rule
can only be applied if the conveyor has room to store the newly created part, as
stated by the condition on the LHS. Otherwise, the rule will not be triggered.
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Fig. 4. GenHead rule.

Similarly, Fig. 5 specifies the behavior of the assemble machine. Every time
that the assembler finds a head and a handle in its in-tray, it consumes these two
parts (they disappear from the tray in the RHS) and deposits a newly assembled
hammer in its outgoing conveyor. Again, the action specified by this rule will
only occur if there is room in the conveyor to store the hammer.

Fig. 5. Assemble rule.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the movement of parts over conveyors. Notice the use
of an abstract item p of class Part (represented by a hollow square) in the rule.

Fig. 6. Carry rule.
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2.5 Model Simulation and Analysis

Having defined the behavior of a DSL, the following step is to perform simu-
lation and analysis over the produced specifications. Simulation and execution
possibilities are available for all the approaches on which behavior can be speci-
fied (including of course in-place transformations); but the kinds of analysis they
provide is limited in many of them.

In general, each semantic domain is more appropriate to represent and rea-
son about certain properties, and to conduct certain kinds of analysis. Defining
the model behavior as a model will allow us to transform them into different
semantic domain, depending on the kind of formal analysis we require (Fig. 7).
Of course, not all the transformations can always be accomplished: it depends
on the expressiveness of the semantic approach.

Fig. 7. Mapping a DSL to different semantic domains.

For example, the most common formalization of graph transformation is the
so-called algebraic approach, which uses category theory to express the rewrit-
ing [21]. This approach supports a number of interesting analysis techniques, such
as detecting rule dependencies or calculating critical pairs (minimal context of
pairs of conflicting rules). Graph transformations have also been formalized into
Petri Nets in [9], allowing termination and confluence analysis.

We have been working on the formalization of models and metamodels in
equational and rewriting logic using Maude [22]. We have developed an Eclipse
plug-in that allows to specify and implement some of the most common opera-
tions on metamodels, such as subtyping and difference [23], with a very accept-
able performance. This formalization has also allowed us to add behavior [10]
in a very natural way to the Maude specifications, and also made metamodels
amenable to other kind of formal analysis, such as model checking, reachability
analysis or theorem proving [20]. Furthermore, Maude offers very good prop-
erties as a logical and semantic framework, in which many different logics and
formalisms can be expressed [24]. Therefore, our proposal can be used to pro-
vide a rich semantic framework in which other proposals can be mapped, hence
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allowing them to take advantage of the formal analysis methods and tools of
Maude. For instance, we have already mapped Graph Grammars behavioral
specifications of Domain Specific Visual Languages to Maude [19]. This allows
performing simulation, reachability and model-checking analysis using the tools
and techniques that Maude provides.

In general, we can map our behavior specifications to the semantic domain
that provides the best formal analysis capabilities and tools we are looking for.

2.6 Analyzing the Hammer Production System

It is well known that “there are no correct programs, but untested ones”. In
fact, even this very simple production example is not free from errors, as can be
easily uncovered when verifying the system models.

For instance, using reachability analysis we can look for deadlock states,
e.g., final states in which the operator has collected less than 10 hammers. By
observing them we realize that a possible source of deadlock is that the t1 tray
may be full of items of the same type, not allowing the assembler machine to
proceed. This is due to a system design flaw, which can be easily solved by
controlling that generators of pieces of type X do not produce new parts if tray
t1 already has t1.capacity-1 parts of that type.

Are there more flaws left? For example, the question on whether the system
may lose parts is left as an exercise for the reader . This simple question clearly
shows the need for a complete set of analysis tools.

In [20] we showed some interesting examples of simulation and validation ex-
ercises on a similar production system that can be conducted with our approach,
using the Maude toolkit [25].

2.7 End of Part 1: The (Secret) Journey of Models

Let us introduce here an intuitive analogy to illustrate our vision. As we perceive
it, there is the Universe of behavioral semantic descriptions, which is composed
of different Worlds, each one representing different semantic domains. For exam-
ple we can have the Petri Nets world, the Process Algebra world, the Contracts
world (in the sense of Eiffel contracts, with pre- and postconditions, and invari-
ants), the Graph Grammars world, the Rewriting Logic world, etc. Each world
is characterized by its underlying logic.

Each world is in turn composed of Villages, each one providing: a precise se-
mantics, a concrete notation, and a set of tools. For example, within the Process
Algebra world we find villages for the approaches that use CCS, CSP, or the
various flavors of the π-calculus (normal, polyadic, etc.) for describing behav-
ioral specifications and for specifying them with their associated tools. In the
Rewriting Logic world we have the proposals based on languages and support-
ing systems such as OBJ, Cafe, Maude, etc. In the Petri Net world we have the
approaches that use different versions and flavors of Petri Nets (basic, colored,
hierarchical, etc.), each one with its precise semantics and associated notations
and analysis tools.
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In our analogy, defining semantic mappings means building Bridges between
the different villages, so that the animated models can travel from one to the
other, being able to use the local analysis tools to reason about their properties,
conduct simulations, validations, etc. Bridges can also be very useful to pro-
vide semantics to those metamodels that lack precise semantics (e.g., UML). In
these cases, the semantics of a source element is given by the semantics of the
transformed element in the target domain.

Bridges are called domestic if they are defined between villages in the same
world. In addition, bridges can go in any direction depending on the level of ab-
straction of the source and target villages. Horizontal bridges are those between
villages that sit at the same abstraction level, maintaining the granularity of the
specification. Bridges can also be Abstracting or Refining. Abstracting bridges
are those that abstract away some of the details of the source model, leaving just
the information that matters to the target domain. Refining bridges, on the con-
trary, add some information to the models that cross through them. For instance,
the progressive refinements defined in the MDA chain (CIM→PIM→PSM) can
be seen as refining transformations from high-level models into final implementa-
tions. Other approaches, such as the Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM),
use abstracting bridges through which the technology-dependent and platform-
specific details are trimmed down from the low level implementations to leave
just the platform-independent information. Abstract interpretation [26] is an-
other well known technique that uses abstracting transformations to abstract
away details which are irrelevant for our target analysis, while program refine-
ment provides just the opposite approach. Forgetful bridges are an interesting
kind of abstracting bridges which respect all elements of the abstract syntax,
but forget about the semantics and/or the concrete syntax of the DSL (name in-
spired by the forgetful functors defined in category theory [27]). Pruning bridges
are those forgetful bridges that also trim down some of the metamodel elements,
in order to restrict the domain.

Please note as well that bridges are reusable, so once built they can used as
long as the “crossing” model conforms to kind of models the bridge is able to deal
with. Something that needs to be carefully considered when building bridges is
that the results of the analysis conducted at the target end may need to return,
and be properly represented at origin. This is an interesting challenge, which can
be tackled, for instance, by annotating the transformed model with information
about the source (i.e., leaving some track to allow returning) as described in [28].

Finally, the journey of a model should be kept as secret as possible (as the
heading of this section suggests), so that engineers living on a particular village
can be completely unaware of the fact that most of the analysis tools used to
simulate and reason about their models are not actually available in that village
(or even in that planet!). It is the modeling tools the ones that know the villages
that models should visit to get the analysis done.

With all this, what we have is a three dimensional universe of semantic
domains, inter-related by means of different kinds of bridges. We will come back
to this later in Section 4.
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3 Adding Time to Behavioral Specifications

Formal analysis and simulation are critical issues in complex and error-prone ap-
plications such as safety-critical real-time and embedded systems. In such kind of
systems, timeouts, timing constraints and delays are predominant concepts [29],
and thus the notion of time should be explicitly included in the specification of
its behavior. Furthermore, without time information the kind of analysis that
can be performed on the system are quite limited: if many real applications we
need to be able to conduct performance and reliability analysis, too.

Most simulation tools that allow the modeling of time require specialized
knowledge and expertise, something that may hinder its usability by the average
DSL designer. On the other hand, current in-place transformation techniques do
not allow to model the notion of time in a quantitative way, or allow it by adding
some kind of clocks to the DSL metamodel. This latter approach forces designers
to modify the DSL metamodel to include time aspects, and allows them to design
rules that may easily lead the system to time-inconsistent states [29].

3.1 Modeling Timed Actions

One way to avoid this problem is by extending behavioral rules with their dura-
tion, i.e., by assigning to each action the time it needs to be performed. Thus,
timed rules are of the form l : [NAC] × LHS t−→ RHS, where t expresses the
duration of the action modeled by the rule, in some time granularity.

Timed rules admit very rich semantics. In their simplest form, the LHS and
NAC patterns express pre-conditions for the rule to be triggered. If they happen,
the action specified by the rule is scheduled to happen after t units of time.
At that moment, the preconditions are again evaluated and, if they still hold,
the rule is applied by substituting the match by the RHS (which expresses the
postcondition). Otherwise, the rewrite will not take place. In another semantic
variation of the rules, the LHS and NAC patterns should hold not only at the
beginning and at the end of the action, but also in-between, i.e., they act as
invariants (see Fig. 8). Further extensions to the rules are also possible, such as
defining specific invariant patterns.

Our model of time also allows actions occurrences to be represented in rule
conditions (LHS and NACs), opposite to standard in-place transformation ap-
proaches in which only system states can be specified (this makes many useful
action properties inexpressible without unnatural changes to a system’s specifi-
cation, as discussed in [30]).

Thus, we can include action expressions in rule patterns to describe them.
These action expressions are composed of the name (i.e., label) of the rule that
represents the corresponding action, which may incorporate a parameter to indi-
cate if the action is being realized or was performed previously (the present/past
parameter), and optionally identifiers of matching parameters. These action ex-
pressions represent rule executions.

Modeling both state-based and action-based properties is a powerful mech-
anism that eases designers in the modeling of complex systems, and saves them
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Fig. 8. Actions modeled with timed rules.

from including behavioral aspects in the structural specifications. As normal
rules, timed rules can be applied only if an occurrence of the LHS pattern is
found in the model. This allows elements to be performing several actions at the
same time. In cases in which this situation is not desired (i.e., we want some
elements to realize only one action at a time) or on the contrary needed (i.e.,
an element must be performing one action to be able to conduct another), this
behavior can be easily restricted (or enforced) by including action expressions
in the NAC or LHS patterns, respectively, as we show in next subsection.

3.2 Adding Time to the Production System Example

Let us illustrate here how the behavior of the production system example can
be extended with time information. Fig. 9 shows a timed version of the Carry
rule described before. Note that the only difference with standard in-place rules
is the specification of the time the action consumes (in this case five time units).
According to this rule, when a part is placed on a conveyor, it takes five time
units to be deposited in the conveyor’s out tray.

Fig. 9. Carry rule with time.

Now, what happens if a piece is placed on the conveyor when it is carrying
another piece? As previously mentioned, timed rules can be applied if an oc-
currence of the LHS pattern is found in the model. Since there is no restriction
about this situation, conveyors can move several pieces at the same time, and
each of them will stay five time units on the conveyor.
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Fig. 10 shows a timed version of the behavior of a head generator, which
creates a hammer head every two time units. Since we do not want this rule
to be triggered while it is executing, we restrict the GenHead rule with the
inclusion of an action expression in its NAC. This action expression forbids the
matched generator hg to start creating a new head if it is already generating
one, and thus, making heads to be generated every two time units. In case of
more head generators in the system, rule GenHead will be applied to each of
them separately—this is the reason why the parameter is required.

Fig. 10. GenHead rule with time.

In this example, action expressions have been simplified by omitting the
present/past parameter and the instantiation objects role. Thus, every action
expression will refer to actions that are being realized in the present, and objects
will perform the role dictated by its class (since there are no patterns composed
of several objects that belong to the same class).

Double Pushout (DPO) and Single Pushout (SPO) formalizations of in-place
transformation rules, as well as non-injective rules, are also possible in our ap-
proach, with the usual semantics given in standard graph transformations [19].

3.3 Analysis of timed rules

In order to analyze the system behavior when it is specified using these timed
rules, the usual theoretical results and tools defined for graph transformations
are not easily applicable. However, other semantic domains are better suited.
We are now working on the definition of a semantic mapping from our timed
rules to real-time Maude’s rewrite logic [31].

This mapping brings several advantages: (1) it allows to perform simulation,
reachability and model-checking analysis on the specified real-time systems; (2) it
permits decoupling time information from the structural aspects of the DSL (i.e.,
its metamodel); and (3) it allows to state properties over both model states and
actions, easing designers in the modeling of complex systems.

Simulation and formal analysis (parts of the first advantage) are performed
using Maude’s toolkit, which includes tool support for simulation, reachability
analysis and real-time model checking [25]. In addition, the way in which we have
specified timed rules allows to re-use many of the existing theoretical results for
timed-automata [32].
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The second and third properties are achieved thanks to our Maude encoding
of timed rules. A timed rule is encoded as three Maude rewrite rules, each one
modeling one of the rule statements: the precondition, the postcondition and
the invariant. The precondition Maude rule creates a timer object when the
timed rule precondition is satisfied. This timer represents a countdown to the
finalization of the rule, and gathers all the information needed about the rule
instantiation: its name and the identifiers of the objects that participate in it. The
postcondition Maude rule performs the action described by the timed rule (i.e.,
it replaces LHS with RHS) provided that the rule invariant is satisfied and the
rule time consumed (i.e., the timer set to zero). (When an action is performed,
it corresponding timer is saved for history purposes.) The invariant Maude rule
interrupts the action (deleting it corresponding timer) whenever the invariant of
the timed rule breaks. This invariant is initially defined using the same patterns
as for the precondition: the LHS and negative application conditions (NACs).

Thus, our Maude encoding of timed rules makes DSL objects to be completely
unaware of the notion of time, and time elapse must be only defined over the
timers (using a Maude tick rule [31]). This also allows modeling elements that
can perform several actions simultaneously in a natural way.

3.4 Further Challenges in the Analysis of Complex Systems

Being able to represent (timed) behavior represents just one small step in the
hard task of being able to analyze, validate and reason about the models of the
systems. In our vision, software designers should be able to do their work using
engineering practices, like hardware designers and other traditional engineers
have been doing for many years: you build the models of your systems first
(probably one for each of the concerns you want to focus on—see Section 4),
and then start performing simulations, validations, and many other kinds of
analysis until they feel confident with their designs. At that moment, they are
ready to transform their models into real implementations1. In the following we
outline some (just a few) of the challenges involved in realizing this vision.

Further analysis capabilities. In addition to being able to simulate and
model-check the software specifications to validate some liveness and safety prop-
erties of the modeled systems, we also need to address the analysis of their
non-functional properties.

Since decades performance and reliability experts have built models for vali-
dating software/hardware systems against their non-functional requirements. In
order to fill the gap between software development and non-functional valida-
tion, in the last few years the research has faced the challenge of automated
generation of quantitative models for non-functional validation from software
artifacts. Several methodologies have been introduced that all share the idea
1 These transformations are much harder in other engineering disciplines. We, soft-

ware engineers, are luckier because we do not need to change the media—and these
transformations are now a core part of MDE!
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of annotating software models with data related to non functional aspects and
then translating the annotated model into a model ready to be validated (for a
comprehensive survey of these proposals, see [33]).

In this sense, there is the need to connect design models (possibly anno-
tated with time, probabilities and other non-functional properties) with existing
non-functional analysis frameworks to conduct, for instance, performance and
reliability analysis on the models (along the lines of the works described in [34]).

We have started studying how to extend our proposal to be able to model
non-functional properties, and how to connect our specifications with these non-
functional analysis frameworks. This includes first the appropriate representation
of QoS characteristics (such as throughput, delay, overhead, scheduling policies,
deadlines or memory usage) within the system specifications. In the context of
UML, the new UML Profile for MARTE [35] is a valid step in this direction.
Including this kind of QoS information in particular DSLs is something worth
investigating.

Simulation languages and frameworks have also been present for years. For
instance, Modelica [36] is an object oriented-language supported by a set of
powerful simulation tools. The definition of transformations from our models
to the Modelica system will allow us to make use of its simulation capabilities,
something which we plan to do as part of our future work.

Runtime monitoring. This is particularly important in execution environ-
ments in which the level of quality of service (QoS) is constantly changing (as
it happens with mobile or ubiquitous applications) and end-user service level
agreements need to be guaranteed (essential in case of critical embedded sys-
tems, such as those used in the aerospace and automotive industries, nuclear
plants, etc.). These facts make validation a very difficult task.

The use of MDE techniques for validating and monitoring runtime behavior
can yield significant benefits here, something which has not been fully exploited
yet. We believe that MDE can be effectively used not only to synthesize the
system code from the models, but also for the derivation of all the instrumen-
tation and monitoring code required for the effective QoS runtime management
in disparate and dynamically changing execution environments.

Modularity and scalability. Finally, some of the major limitations of rule-
based specifications are caused by the difficultly of managing the rules when
their number is large. Modularity and composition mechanisms are required to
be able to handle them in an orderly and controlled manner.

A good example of the use of modularity for timed systems in MoTif [37].
Based on the DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) formalism, MoTif is a
modular language for controlled graph rewriting, in which models and submodels
can be re-used and composed to build larger specifications in a component-
oriented fashion.

It is also important to note that all aspects that need to be considered when
building the specification of a complex system cannot be treated in the same
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model—each concern should be dealt with independently (ideally using a spe-
cialized DSL) and then combined with the rest of the concerns. This leads us to
the next (and final) section of our paper.

4 Viewpoint Integration and Consistency

Large-scale heterogeneous distributed systems are inherently much more com-
plex to design, specify, develop and maintain than classical, homogeneous, cen-
tralized systems. Thus, their complete specifications are so extensive that fully
comprehending all their aspects is a difficult task. One way to cope with such
complexity is by dividing the design activity according to several areas of con-
cerns, or viewpoints, each one focusing on a specific aspect of the system, as
described in IEEE Std. 1471 [38].

Following this standard, current architectural practices for designing open
distributed systems define several distinct viewpoints. Examples include the
viewpoints described by Krutchen’s “4+1” view model [39], Viewpoints [40],
OpenViews [41], Dijkman’s framework [42], or the growing plethora of Enter-
prise Architectural Frameworks (EAF): the Zachman’s framework [43], Archi-
Mate [44], the US Department of Defense Architectural Framework (DoDAF),
The Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF), the Federal Enterprise
Architecture Framework (FEAF), or the Reference Model of Open Distributed
Processing (RM-ODP), among others.

In particular, RM-ODP [45] is the enterprise architectural framework pro-
posed by ISO/IEC and ITU-T for the specification of large, open and distributed
systems. It provides five generic and complementary viewpoints on the system
and its environment. Each viewpoint addresses a particular concern, and nor-
mally uses its own specific (viewpoint) language, which is defined in terms of a
set of concepts specific that concern, their relationships, and their well-formed
rules (i.e., a metamodel). A view (or viewpoint specification, in ODP terms) is a
representation of the whole system from the perspective of a viewpoint.

Although separately specified, developed and maintained to simplify rea-
soning about the complete system specifications, viewpoints are not completely
independent: elements in each viewpoint need to be related to elements in the
other viewpoints in order to ensure the consistency and completeness of the
global specifications. The questions are: how can it be assured that indeed one
system is specified? And, how can it be assured that no views impose contra-
dictory requirements? The first problem concerns the conceptual integration of
viewpoints, while the second one concerns the consistency of the viewpoints.

Currently, most viewpoint modeling approaches to system specification (in-
cluding the IEEE Std. 1471 itself and the majority of the existing EAFs) do not
address these problems.

4.1 Correspondences between viewpoints

The most general approach to viewpoint consistency is based on the definition
of correspondences between viewpoint elements. Correspondences do not form
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part of any one of the viewpoints, but provide statements that relate the various
viewpoint specifications—expressing their semantic relationships [46]. Hence, we
could initially say that a proper system specification consists of a set of viewpoint
specifications, together with a set of correspondences between them.

The problem is that existing proposals and EAFs do not consider corre-
spondences between viewpoints, or assume they are trivially based on name
equality between correspondent elements, and are implicitly defined. This is a
serious problem for large-scale distributed systems in which the viewpoints are
indeed separately specified, and in which this simplistic assumption does not
hold. Making an analogy with the common 2D representation of 3D figures,
this is like drawing independently the three orthographic views of a figure but
without defining any correspondence lines between them. As we all know, the
consistency and completeness of the specification of the 3D figure cannot be
guaranteed unless the appropriate correspondences between the three 2D views
are described.

Furthermore, the majority of approaches that deal with the problem of incon-
sistency among viewpoints (see, e.g., [40, 42, 47–51]) assume that we can build
an underlying metamodel containing all the views, which is not normally true.
From a theoretical perspective, the use of a common global metamodel greatly
helps maintaining the coherence and conceptual integration among viewpoint el-
ements. However, the definition of such an underlying metamodel presents some
problems. Firstly, should the metamodel consist of the intersection or of the
union of all viewpoints elements? Some proposals (e.g., ArchiMate [44]) use the
first approach (i.e., the intersection), while others, e.g., Dijkman [42] or Grosse-
Rhode [50], use the second. Both approaches have serious problems with the
extensibility and expressiveness of the basic elements of the global metamodel
(not to mention complexity of the second approach—think for instance in the
UML 2.0 metamodel). Secondly, the granularity and level of abstraction of the
viewpoints can be arbitrarily different. Finally, the viewpoints may have very dif-
ferent formal semantics, which greatly complicates the definition of the common
underlying metamodel.

The RM-ODP defines independent viewpoints for specifying open distributed
systems, related by correspondences between them. In ODP, a correspondence
is a statement by which some terms or other linguistic constructs in the spec-
ification of a viewpoint are associated with (e.g. describe the same entities as)
terms or constructs in the specification of a second viewpoint.

There are two situations, depending on whether correspondences can be de-
fined in terms of model transformations (i.e., functions) between the two related
viewpoints, or not (i.e., just as mappings between the viewpoint elements).

4.2 Correspondences as model transformations

In the first case, the RM-ODP explicitly states that correspondences can be used
to define transformations between viewpoint elements to implement consistency
checks: “One form of consistency involves a set of correspondence rules to steer
a transformation from one language to another. Thus given a specification S1
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in viewpoint language L1 and specification S2 in viewpoint language L2, where
S1 and S2 both specify the same system, a transformation T can be applied to
S1 resulting in a new specification T (S1) in viewpoint language L2 which can
be compared directly to S2 to check, for example, for behavioral compatibility
between allegedly equivalent objects or configurations of objects” [45].

This approach has been proposed by several authors for relating concepts
from different viewpoint at the metalevel (as initially suggested by Akehurst [52]
using relations defined in OCL), and then further refined by Romero et al in [53]
using QVT as transformation language. The main benefit of this approach is
that it allows checking pairwise consistency between related viewpoints using
standard mechanisms and tools (e.g., behavioral subtyping, bisimulation, etc.).

However, this approach presents two important limitations: (a) pairwise con-
sistency is not enough for ensuring global consistency; and (b) there are many
situations in which correspondences can not be specified as model transforma-
tions because they are not functions—rather, they are just data mappings be-
tween related elements but without any transformation or change propagation
mechanism defined between them. In this latter case, techniques similar to model
weaving [54] are more appropriate than model transformations.

4.3 Specification of viewpoint correspondences

ISO/IEC and ITU-T have defined a very expressive metamodel and profile (in-
formally called UML4ODP) for specifying ODP viewpoints and correspondences
between them, which allows to cover both cases [55]. In this approach, as shown
in Fig. 11, a correspondence specification is composed of a set of correspondence
rules and a set of correspondence links. In ODP, a term is a linguistic construct
which may be used to refer to an entity. When a correspondence rule and a corre-
spondence link are related, this means that the constraint in the correspondence
rule must be enforced by the set of terms referenced by the correspondence link.

Fig. 11. ODP correspondence metamodel (from [55])

In UML4ODP, a correspondence rule is expressed by a constraint that must
be enforced by a set of terms belonging to two specifications from different view-
points. A correspondence link is established between two specifications from dif-
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ferent viewpoints. Each end of the correspondence link is called a correspondence
endpoint, which is composed of terms involved in the consistency relationship.

Something we recently discovered when working with this profile is that mod-
eling views and correspondences between them is not enough. Well-formed rules
on the set of correspondence specifications are also required to establish when
the set of correspondences defined in a system specification is correct (see [56]).
That is, this set of well-formed rules specifies the constraints that the set of cor-
respondences should fulfil. OCL constraints can be used to express these rules
in our context.

This gives rise to the following definition of multi-viewpoint specification of
a system [56]:

Definition 1. A multi-viewpoint system specification consists of a set of views
V = {V1, . . . , Vn}, a set of correspondences C = {C(1,2), C(1,3), . . . , C(n−1,n)} be-
tween the views, and a set of rules R = {r1, . . . , rk} that describe the constraints
that the correspondences of C should fulfil in order for a specification to be well-
formed. Each view Vi is a model that conforms to a metamodel Mi (the viewpoint
language). Correspondences are also models, and C(i,j) conforms to a correspon-
dence metamodel C. Rules are expressed as constraints on the correspondence
elements, using any constraint language (e.g., OCL).

Our efforts are currently focused on the development of a generic framework
and a set of tools to represent viewpoints, views and correspondences, which are
able to manage and maintain viewpoint synchronization in evolution scenarios,
as reported in [57], and that can be used with the most popular existing EAFs.

These tools are initially based on the ODP viewpoints, and on the UML4ODP
profile for expressing the views and their respective correspondences. They al-
low validating the views in order to ensure that they conform to their respective
metamodels (intra-viewpoint consistency), that the set of user-defined corre-
spondences is well-defined, and to check that all required correspondences are
properly fulfilled by the system specification.

5 Epilogue: A Hitchhiker’s Guide to Metamodels

The MDE community is managing to know the answers to many of its current
problems and limitations. These answers are expressed in terms of goals that
need to be achieved for providing good engineering practices and tools for the
industrial development of complex large-scale software system. As in Douglas
Adams’s book [58], we already know the answers—but now there is the need to
formulate the questions so that these answers can be effectively implemented.

This paper provides a small step in this direction, by formulating three of
the current challenges of MDE so that they can be properly addressed.

In the last section we discussed the importance of defining independent views
of the system, each one focusing on one particular concern, and the use of Do-
main Specific Languages (DSLs) for specifying them. Up to now, DSLs have
been defined by their abstract and concrete syntaxes only. But there is also
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the need to animate models, something for which we need precise description
of the behavior of their metamodels. One way to specify the dynamic behavior
of a DSL is by describing the evolution of the state of the modeled artifacts
along some time model. In-place model transformations seem to be well-suited
for this aim, extending metamodels (structural aspects of a DSL) with behavior.
Furthermore, if these transformations use the concrete syntax of the DSL, the
behavioral specifications become intuitive and natural both to specify and un-
derstand, because it allows designers to work with domain specific concepts. This
kind of behavioral specifications also enables the addition of time information
to the specifications in a natural way, as we have shown in Section 3.

We do not live in a Universe of isolated worlds, and thus we have also dis-
cussed the importance of building bridges that allow models to constantly travel
to different worlds, being able to use the local analysis tools to reason about their
properties, conduct simulations, validations, etc., and go back to their home vil-
lages with the results of the analysis—the life of models is quite traveled and
hectic in our vision. Defining the behavior of a DSL as a model also permits
us to exploit (using semantic mappings implemented by model transformations)
the formal analysis and tools that each semantic domain provides. Bridges can
also be very useful to provide precise semantics to those metamodels that lack
them.

Finally, once we have a set of worlds composed of villages interconnected
with bridges, we need to ensure the consistency between the set of models that
comprise a multi-viewpoint specification of a complex software system, which
live in different villages and may have different semantics. Correspondences can
be of great help in this context. Another important problem is how to maintain
this consistency between viewpoints in evolutionary scenarios.

But this is another story to be told...
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